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Abstract. Paper interfaces offer tremendous possibilities for geometry
education in primary schools. Existing computer interfaces designed to
learn geometry do not consider the integration of conventional school
tools, which form the part of the curriculum. Moreover, most of com-
puter tools are designed specifically for individual learning, some pro-
pose group activities, but most disregard classroom-level learning, thus
impeding their adoption. We present an augmented reality based table-
top system with interface elements made of paper that addresses these
issues. It integrates conventional geometry tools seamlessly into the ac-
tivity and it enables group and classroom-level learning. In order to eval-
uate our system, we conducted an exploratory user study based on three
learning activities: classifying quadrilaterals, discovering the protractor
and describing angles. We observed how paper interfaces can be easily
adopted into the traditional classroom practices.

Keywords: Paper interfaces, Sheets, Cards, Geometry learning, Table-
top

1 Introduction

Geometry education in primary schools is a domain ripe for exploiting the possi-
bilities of computers, as they allow for an easy exploration of the problem space.
However, there are some constraints which make it difficult to effectively utilize
computers in a classroom scenario. Particularly, they do not cover the entire
curriculum, which is based on pen and paper. For example, the only way for
children to learn how to draw an arc is by using a physical compass.

Paper interfaces can prove to be an effective solution to this dilemma, as
paper is already situated and integrated in the classroom environment and its
practices. In addition, paper is cheap to produce, yet persistent and malleable
to adapt to the dynamics of the classroom. As a computer interface it can trans-
form into a dynamic display capable of computing and processing data. Besides
these benefits of paper interfaces, paper has different properties and affordances
depending upon its material, shape and size. Also, many interface metaphors
such as cut-copy-paste, files and folders, check-boxes etc. are actually inspired
by practices involving paper. Effective identification of these properties followed
by a proper utilization, might render the paper interface intuitive for the users to
interact. We hypothesize that geometry education in primary schools can greatly
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benefit from the use of paper interfaces and their characteristics. For example,
folding is a natural embodiment of axial symmetries, cutting can be the physical
counterpart of recomposing figures in order to compute their areas.

In this article, we present an augmented reality based tabletop system to
facilitate geometry learning for primary school children. Our system incorporates
a camera-projector device which is capable of projecting content over sheets and
cards placed on a table top. We also present three exploratory user studies to
study the influence and feasibility of using paper interfaces in primary schools.
We report on the observations related to these user studies with three different
geometry learning activities concerning shapes and angles.

2 Related work

The domain of paper interfaces is broad and not very well defined, just like the
paper is used as an umbrella term for a variety of artefacts and practices. The
archetype of using paper consists of writing with a pen (or a pencil) on a white
rectangular sheet, but paper interfaces have been built for book reading [1],
sticky notes [2], painting [3], presentation notes [4], trading cards [5], postcards
[6] and even cover sheets [7]. However, in this section we would focus on the
approaches addressing education, and start with the work related to the use of
computers in geometry.

2.1 Computers in Geometry Education

Many researchers have tried to study the use of computers in geometry educa-
tion involving software controlled by mouse and screen [8], augmented reality
systems [9], or emulation of pen and paper [10]. Garcia et al. [8] identified that
students appreciate the ability to repeat a geometrical construction (and playing
it step-by-step) as allowed by a computer. Also, Dynamic Geometry Software
(DGS) such as Cabri Géomètre [11], GeoGebra1 enables learners to explore the
dynamic behavior of a geometrical construction, i.e. what moves and what re-
mains fixed under given constraints. Straesser [12] explains how DGS opens new
possibilities in geometry education, by enabling geometric constructions not eas-
ily possible with pen and paper. However, the use of WIMP interfaces in teaching
involves the risk of spending more time to learn the software than learning ge-
ometry, as these interfaces are completely different from the typical geometry
tools frequently used in classrooms such as compass, ruler etc. [13].

Augmented reality interfaces aim at making the interaction more natural by
integrating virtual elements in the real world. For example, Kaufmann and his
colleagues [14] addressed some of the shortcomings of learning spatial geometry
on a mouse/screen/keyboard system: with head mounted displays, the manip-
ulation of 3 dimensional objects is more direct, and they allow for face-to-face
collaboration. Mart́ın-Gutiérrez [15] and his colleagues designed an augmented

1 www.geogebra.org
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book combined with a screen to develop spatial abilities in engineering students.
They measured a positive impact on the spatial abilities, and the users found
the system easy-to-use, attractive, and useful. Underkoffler and Ishii [9] made
the reality augmenting device even less intrusive than head mounted displays
or screens by using the so called I/O bulbs to simulate optics. I/O bulbs are
camera/projector system above an interaction surface allowing students to ma-
nipulate tangible artefacts representing optical elements and see the effects on
the trajectory of light.

Oviatt [10] and her colleagues bring forward this intent of making the in-
terface as quiet as possible. They compared how student worked on geometrical
problems using pen and paper, and interfaces approximating pen and paper
with less and less exactitude: a smart pen using the microscopic pattern, a pen
tablet, and a graphical tablet. They showed that the closer from the familiar
work practice (i.e. pen and paper), the better is the performance.

To summarize, computers can add an essential dimension to geometry learn-
ing: dynamic information. However, existing educational interfaces for geometry
are not adapted to classroom education, where paper prevails. Thus, paper in-
terfaces can act as a bridge between computers and learning practices.

2.2 Paper-Based Interfaces in Education

We review the work related to paper interfaces in education based on the two
aspects of paper that can be useful in the educational context. The first one, in-
troduced by Wellner’s seminal paper [16] on linking digital documents with their
paper counterpart, presents paper as the support for working transparently on
a digital document and its physical copy. This aspect is important for educa-
tion, because it allows the researcher to study and extend the existing practice,
in order to integrate the classroom more easily. Practices existing in the class-
room that can be augmented include taking notes [17], reading textbooks [18],
storytelling [19, 20], or drawing schema [21].

The second aspect of paper useful for deployment in the classroom is its tan-
gible aspect. It provides a cheap, easy way to attach virtual elements to reality.
For example, Radu and MacIntyre [22] used cards for their tangible programming
environment for pupils. Song and her colleagues used a cube covered by marked
paper [23] to combined the advantages of digital and physical media. Millner
and Resnick [24] even used a paper plate to prototype a steering wheel control,
with printed buttons. Several frameworks [25–27] have already been proposed
to study the design space of tangible interfaces [28, 29]. For example, Hornecker
and Dünser [30] showed that pupils expect the system to match the physical
properties of the tangible interface.

In both aspects, it is important to identify the properties of paper. Regarding
the work practices related to paper, McGee [31] analyzed the established usages
in order to list the properties that natural interfaces should have. In their litera-
ture review [32], Klemmer and Landay classified the other approaches based on
whether they were using a book, a document, a table, or a printer (among other
things).
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To sum-up, it has been identified that paper has two characteristics: it can be
annotated, and it can be easily manipulated. These two features are associated
to the established classroom practices that can be used to design intuitive paper
interfaces. In this paper, we will investigate the most common forms allowing
this: sheets and cards.

3 System Used

Our system for geometry education is built on the TinkerLamp [33], which is
a tabletop environment developed at our lab. The TinkerLamp, shown in Fig-
ure 1, incorporates a camera and a projector directed to the tabletop surface
via a mirror, which extends the augmented surface. The augmented surface is

Fig. 1: Our camera-projector on a ta-
ble, along with various types of objects
which can be augmented: sheets, cards,
tools and wooden blocks.

of dimension 70 × 40 cm. The cam-
era and projector are connected to an
embedded computer, so that the in-
teraction with the hardware is mini-
mum for the end user: switch ON or
OFF. It only requires to be plugged
into an electric outlet.

We use fiducial markers similar
to ARTags2 to identify and precisely
track the various elements of the inter-
face. Since the interface is projected
from the top, it is possible to use inter-
face elements (paper sheets and cards)
as a projection surface in addition to
the tabletop surface.

The different interface elements
mainly consist of paper sheets and
cards. The properties and behaviors
of these interface elements are iden-
tified by the system using the fidu-
cial markers printed over them. In
addition to paper elements, we also
use traditional geometry tools such as
ruler and protractor as part of our sys-
tem. We refer to this kind of interface
as a scattered interface [34].

4 Exploratory User Study

In order to study the influence and potential of paper interfaces in geometry
education for primary school pupils, we used our system to design three learning

2 http://www.artag.net
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activities. These activities are based on cards and sheets, which are the two
elements of our interface. Each activity was designed while keeping in mind the
three circles of usability in the classroom - individual, group and classroom -
as examined by Dillenbourg et al. [35]. This was done in order to integrate the
system well in the conventional classroom curriculum.

Our analysis is based on observational field notes made during the experi-
ment, the videos from a panoramic camera placed under the lamp filming the
pupils, and the snapshots of the interaction surface taken every second by the
camera of the lamp. We logged the position of every fiducial marker with a time
stamp, which allowed us to replay the interaction with the system, since the
fiducial markers are the only input of the projected augmentation. This way,
we could generate any additional log from the software. From the information
collected, it would be possible to conduct more detailed analyses, however this
will be the topic of future work.

4.1 First Activity: Classifying Quadrilaterals

We designed the first activity as a pedagogical script to introduce the clas-
sification of quadrilaterals (squares, rhombuses, trapezoids, etc.) as shown in
Figure 2a. The script consists of sheets, four cards, and a set of quadrilateral
cardboard shapes. Each of these elements has a fiducial marker to identify them
and they were produced with a regular printer. The cardboard shapes were num-
bered, so that they could be referenced from the sheets.

(a) The components of the activity
about the classification of quadrilater-
als: five cardboard quadrilaterals are
classified into two groups on the in-
struction sheet, a card shows the mea-
sure of the angles of a rectangle, the
feedback card displays the validation
text.

(b) Configuration of the tool cards into
a test bench, where cardboard shapes
(a trapezoid here) are brought to dis-
play all their characteristics.

Fig. 2: First Activity: Classifying Quadrilaterals

The sheets, carrying instructions, are shown in the left part of Figure 2a.
They consists of a short instructional text and two areas (marked with different
colors - gray and white) denoting two different classes of quadrilaterals. The
text instructs the learner to use the three cards shown on Figure 2b to find a
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common characteristic in a subset of shapes, and separate them into two classes.
The cards have a small text describing their function. When a specific card is
brought close to a shape, the system will display the given characteristic of the
shape (such as side length, angle measures and parallel sides).

The learner is instructed to place a fourth card next to the current page
once the shapes are placed in the classification areas (see the top right part of
Figure 2a). If all shapes have not been placed in the areas, the learner will be
reminded to do so. If the grouping is not the expected one, the learner will be
invited to try again. If the grouping into areas is correct, the formulation of the
answer will appear, e.g. “Good job! Quadrilaterals with a pair of parallel sides are
called trapezoids”. Feedbacks are intentionally trivial; the cards are not meant
to replace teachers.

Procedure and Discussion

This activity was deployed at two occasions in schools with pupils in the age
group of 7–10 years. On the first occasion, 13 pupils in groups of 2-3 individuals
worked on the first sheet of the activity for 5 minutes. On the second occasion,
the study was performed with 12 pupils (in groups of 3) who worked on the
complete activity for 40 minutes. In both cases a short presentation of the system
was given to the whole class. Hereafter, we present the observed usage of various
interface elements while identifying their characteristic behaviors.

Usage of the Cards

– Cards are used as scaffolding. It is crucial that pupils learn how to measure
using standard tools (ruler, protractor etc.). However, once these skills are
mastered, the manual measurement can become menial and wastes time
which can be utilized for the main topic of the lesson. In this regard, cards
acted as scaffolds for skills that pupils have already mastered well (measuring
side lengths). They also acted as scaffolds for skills that pupils did not master
yet (drawing parallel lines), that was necessary to introduce another concept
(trapezoids).

– Cards provided easy-to-use functionalities. We observed that pupils had no
difficulty in using the cards, thanks to the printed self-description and their
simple, easy to try functionalities. Cards were used in two ways: either they
were brought close to the shape to display properties, or the shape was
brought close to them.

– Cards allowed the composition of new functionalities. One group provided
an interesting example of appropriation of the interface. They created a test
bench by placing the tool cards together, and bringing the cardboard shapes
in the common neighborhood of all the cards so as to show all the related
information at once, as shown in Figure 2b.

Usage of the Sheets

– Sheets structured the activity in space. As opposed to the ephemeral workspaces
that can emerge with cards as seen previously with the test bench, sheets
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predefined a necessary workspace i.e. the two areas corresponding to the
groups in which the cardboard shapes are to be placed.

– Sheets structured the activity in time. The sequence of exercises is also pre-
defined by the sheets. We note that this structure is flexible in a sense that
if the teacher wants to skip an exercise in the software, it is as simple as
skipping a page in the sheets.

Usage of the Cardboard Shapes

– Cardboard shapes are more concrete. Cardboard shapes can be replaced by
cards with a textual description of shape or an illustration of the shape
represented. However, the lower level of abstraction provided by the visual
match between a geometrical shape and its corresponding cardboard repre-
sentation, assists in reducing the cognitive effort to discover common points
between them.

– Cardboard shapes are persistent. The cardboard shapes in this activity have
an existence of their own, and not only in the context of our system. Since
they are made of cardboard and not altered, they could be reused between
two experiments.

4.2 Second Activity: Discovering the Protractor

We designed the second activity as an exploratory activity for pupils, in order to
learn to use the protractor, after the introduction of angles in the classroom by
the teacher. This activity incorporates a deck of cards of two kinds - two angle
control cards and ten angle measure cards (see Figure 3a).

(a) The various elements of the task in-
troducing angles: the two control cards
and two of the angle measure. One is
flipped and shows the measure of the
angle constructed with the blue control
card (70◦).
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(b) The drawing representing a pro-
tractor used on the pre- and post-test
sheets for the task introducing angles
is not necessarily associated with a real
protractor by the pupils.

Fig. 3: Second Activity: Discovering the Protractor

These cards can be divided into two groups based on the orange or a blue icon
printed on them. These two colors indicate the direction of measurement of angles
- orange cards correspond to clockwise measurement, whereas blue cards denote
counter-clockwise measurement. This distinction had been identified during our
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collaboration with the teachers as the main difficulty when learning to use a
protractor. When a control card is shown to the system, an angle appears, with
its origin in the centre of the projection area, an extremity on the centre of the
control card, and the other extremity fixed horizontally on the left or right side
of the origin (the X-axis), depending on whether the card is orange or blue (see
Figure 3a).

Each angle measure card has a different angle value (in degrees) printed on
them along with the instructions to construct an angle by using the correspond-
ing control card. In order to check if the value of the produced angle (indicated
on the angle measure card) is satisfying, the measure card is flipped and the
current value of angle is displayed in a color depending on the degree of error
(green for correct, yellow for close enough and red for otherwise).

Procedure and Discussion

This activity was conducted with 106 pupils (between 8–10 years) from 4 classes
in a group of 2. Each group was required to go through 10 angle measure cards
in 10 minutes, with individuals taking turns to measure angles. For the first 2
classes, the experimenters distributed the cards in a designated order one after
the other. Whereas, for the other 2 classes the whole stack of cards was given
to the group and no ordering was enforced. Also, the pupils were asked to take
a pre-test and a post-test on paper where they were asked to identify and write
down the angle measures next to a printed protractor as shown in Figure 3b.
Next, we present our observations about how different interface elements were
used.

Usage of Cards

– Cards materialize roles. This activity provides an example of group regula-
tion via shared resources, as cards simply showed who was manipulating or
checking. Also, time is regulated via the ownership of the control card. The
pupils would try to homogenize the time each of them spends manipulating,
as it is obvious who is doing all the work (i.e. having all the fun). This is
beneficial since a lack of balance has been shown to reduce the benefits of
learning in groups [36]. Similarly, having to share the control will encourage
its negotiation, which has been shown to lead to greater learning gains [37].

– Cards materialize progress. Often, the measure cards were kept next to the
pupil who managed to build the corresponding angle, acting as a trophy.
Apart from the gain in engagement for the pupils, it is also a valuable help
towards orchestration of the classroom, which refers to the teacher’s respon-
sibility to identify and manage the evolving learning opportunities and con-
straints, in real-time [35]. In this case, a teacher can easily get an instant
summary of what each pupil did, and react accordingly.

– Cards materialize the mode. Cards also materialize even more ephemeral
parts of the interaction, such as the current mode (building or checking). In
this activity, it had a great implication on the engagement: all the groups
preferred switching the feedback on and off for the sake of suspense rather
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than continuously displaying it. When we told them that they can also dis-
play the variations of measure of the angle being built, one pupil answered:
“I’m hiding it to see if [the pupil manipulating the control card] manages to
build the angle”.

– The order of the cards did not matter. This activity revealed the fact that
the order of the cards is not important, as pupils often selected the measure
card they were more comfortable with. For example, a group skipped all the
cards corresponding to clockwise angles. Out of the eight groups for which
the order of the cards was not enforced, only two followed the designated
sequence of cards. Two groups skipped angles of a given orientation (one
built only clockwise angles while the other only counter-clockwise angles).

Usage of Tools

– Tools cannot be replaced. During the study, we realized the importance of
using a real protractor and not a printed representation. The pre-test and
post-test did not give any statistically significant results due to a ceiling
effect, but yielded an interesting anecdote. During the pre-test, one of the
pupil counted each increment within the angle to measure the graduation
instead of reading the measure directly. During the activity, she correctly
read the measure directly on the protractor. Again during the post-test, she
counted the increments. She clearly did not match the printed graduation
with the one on the real protractor.

4.3 Third Activity: Describing Angles

Whereas the second activity was designed to introduce the concept of measur-
ing angles, the third activity regards describing and communicating angles. In
order to communicate an angle to someone, the pupil has to describe the an-
gle measure, direction of measurement (clockwise or anti-clockwise) as well as

Fig. 4: The various elements of the prob-
lem using protractors.

the most convenient reference for
measuring this angle (which axis to
choose). In this direction, the third ac-
tivity was designed as a game to get
rid of space junk, non-functional satel-
lites that continue to orbit around
Earth. We consider that there are
3 laser guns deployed at 3 locations
around Earth capable of destroying
space junk (see the right side of Fig-
ure 4). This activity also allows for the
use of protractor during the problem
solving task.

We divide a group of 4 pupils into 2 collaborating teams (of 2 pupils) and call
them observers and controllers, with a physical separation between them (see
Figure 5). The observers have a sheet (right side of Figure 4) with the view of
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Fig. 5: The observer team measures the orientation to give to the laser (left),
and communicates it to the controller team (right).

Earth along with all the satellites printed on them. Already destroyed satellites
are highlighted in green and the next target in red. Also, the position of the
three laser guns along with the baseline (axis) is also printed in the observer
sheet. The observers are supposed to draw a line originating from one of the 3
laser guns to the target satellite (using a ruler). Next, they use the protractor to
measure this angle with respect to the horizontal axis for this laser. Finally the
observers have to describe this angle, direction of measurement and what laser
gun to use to the controller team, by writing this information on a small piece of
paper. This piece of paper is considered to be an ammunition for the laser gun.

The controllers are provided with 3 sheets corresponding to the 3 laser guns
(see the left part of Figure 4). The controllers can change the inclination of the
appropriate laser using the control card (similar to the one used in second activ-
ity). They reproduce the angle received from the observers using a protractor.
Finally, the lasers can be activated by flipping this small paper received from
the observers which contains a fiducial marker. Before firing, a yellow rectangle
grows for 3 seconds over the ammunition (small paper), allowing to cancel the
shot by flipping back or hiding the ammunition.

The trajectory of the laser is shown for 3 seconds on the sheets of controllers
(laser gun) and observers (Earth view), with a fading blue line. If the satellite is
hit, the ammunition turns green otherwise it turns red indicating a missed shot
(see the centre top part of Figure 4). Each ammunition can only be used for a
single shot, and the pupils are supplied with limited number of them, in order
to avoid trial-and-error strategies.

Procedure and Discussion

We ran this activity on two occasions: once with 140 pupils from 7 classes and
another time with 41 pupils from 2 classes. Groups of 4 pupils (2 observers and 2
controllers) were asked to complete this activity on a single system. Each group
was given 25 minutes with this activity and they were asked to shoot as many
satellites as they can. During the first study, we used 6 systems in a single room,
while 2 systems were used in the second study. Next, we present our observations
about the way sheets were used by groups during this activity.

Usage of Sheets
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– The workspace of a sheet was a stable referential. Both observers and con-
trollers placed their protractors on a sheet, which became a referential. All
the groups but one kept the satellite view in the same orientation, even if
it would have been easier to rotate the sheet before drawing the lines or
measuring the angles.

– Progress was written on the sheet. While cards can act as ephemeral trophy,
sheets durably store the progression with ink. The orchestration of a whole
class was made a lot easier by the fact that the satellite view kept track
of the intended trajectories in the form of lines between the location of the
laser on Earth and the satellite. It helped to diagnose which part of the
group (the observers or the controllers) was wrong in their measurement.
The annotations on the ammunitions kept track of the progress of the group.
The main difficulty in the activity is to establish a convention to describe
and communicate an angle without seeing it. Giving the measurement was
obvious, and the pupils would quickly realize that the origin of the shot
(i.e. which laser to use) has to be communicated too. The more tricky part
concerned the orientation of the angle. Since each shot has to be described
on the ammunitions, it was easy to track when the pupils started to realize
which information was needed.

– Sheets do not restrict expressiveness. When we explained the activity to the
pupils, we intentionally remained vague on how to describe the angle, sim-
ply hinting them that there were several informations to provide. The angle
measure and the laser gun to use were easily given as numbers. However, the
pupils did not have an established convention for the orientation. This con-
structivist exploration paves the way for the teacher to explain the concept
of clockwise and counter-clockwise measurement, since the need has been
felt directly.

5 Conclusion

The tabletop system presented in this article was designed to facilitate geometry
learning for primary school pupils. As existing classroom curriculum is based on
paper and conventional geometry tools (ruler, compass, etc.), our system incor-
porates paper sheets and cards as the two main interface elements. We designed
and conducted 3 exploratory user studies focusing on the different usages of
sheets and cards, in order to study the impact and potential of paper interfaces
in geometry learning. Our observations show very positive results regarding the
adoption of paper interfaces by the pupils, as the use of sheets and cards was
easily perceived and minimal effort was required to learn how to use the interface.

Our system takes into account the three circles of usability outlined by Dil-
lenbourg et al. [35] - individual, group and classroom. On the individual level the
pupils were highly engaged and participated actively in the activities, even in
the classes that were less affected by the novelty effect in our subsequent visits.
This is a success given that the activities revolved around using a (boring) pro-
tractor, or classifying quadrilaterals. On the group level, the system naturally
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promoted collaboration, allowing pupils to help each other and learn in teams.
At the classroom level, the paper interface enabled the teacher to monitor the
progress of teams and thus orchestrate the classroom activities accordingly. This
aims at facilitating smooth integration and adoption of computers in the entire
curriculum.

In addition, our observations regarding the characteristics of sheets and cards
provided insights about the affordances of the different paper elements. On one
hand, we observed that sheets are important for their content. Sheets were used
to organize the discourse on two levels. On the first level, the layout on a single
page encodes the order in which to read the various information and proceed
with the activity. On the second level, several sheets can be organized together
in a sequence (by stapling or binding), which enables us to implement several
lessons or exercises similar to a book. As the trace of a pen is persistent over
sheets, they can act as a permanent memory, which can be used as a way to
trace the performance of pupils during a learning activity, or display publicly
the progress within the group.

On the other hand, cards are mostly used as a physical body. The position of
the card is usually relative, and bringing one close to another element allows to
show additional properties. Further, the side of a card is another useful property;
it can be flipped to control a binary value. In general, cards can materialize the
reversible and ephemeral pieces of interaction according to rules. For example,
the presence of a card on the table or next to a pupil indicated its role in the
group.

We believe that careful identification of these characteristics of paper inter-
face elements might provide crucial design guidelines towards the development
of paper interfaces for education in general. The affordances of different paper
elements (depending on the shape, size and material) render the interfaces easy-
to-use and highly intuitive.

In future, we would like to conduct a formal evaluation of the effects of
paper interfaces on learning. Also, we would like to investigate the technological
issues related to the predisposition of the system and to learning design. The aim
would be to enable teachers to set up pedagogical experiences without assistance
from researchers. This would naturally link the activities to specific mathematics
learning theories.
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